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‘Lord, where we are wrong, make us willing to change;
where we are right, make us easy to live with.’
- Peter Marshall
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During the month of November, literary week was
conducted in our school. We did several different
activities for the language subjects. For English, we
started off with making bookmarks under the guidance of
our English teacher, Ms. Tanuja. Following that, we had a
mind-challenging competition where we had to jot down
all the proverbs which we knew. All the students of class
6 also had to write a speech about “Happiness”. The next
activity, my favourite, was to design a card inviting a
friend to our birthday party.
For Hindi, we had to perform a skit for five minutes,
based on a story from our textbook. I and my group
enacted the story of “Panna Dhai” in our class. Similarly,
my friends who had taken French or Tamil had to also
perform skits. Debates were also held in Hindi based on
topics like fashion, computers and language barriers
abroad.
Finally, at the end of the week, all sections of class 6 got
to watch the movie, ‘Black Beauty’ which is a story about
the life of a horse of the same name. I liked the movie
very much and found it to be very interesting.
Overall, it was a lot of fun and also a great learning
experience. I am sure that everyone will look forward to
the Literary Week next year.

- Aastha (VI A)
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WORK AND PLAY
The 14th of November was a big day for everyone- students anxiously waiting
to dress up in casuals for children’s day and have a day off studies and serious
work, let loose with sweet eats, games and tons of laughter; especially the
students of class 9, 10 and 11 who were thrilled, yet nervous to stage their hard
work over 3 weeks of practice, at the Paya Lebar Multi-purpose Hall for
students of classes 6-12 and all teachers to enjoy.
As a part of literary week, the aim of the play was to break the stereotypical
idea that English classics are boring, uninteresting, either too tragic or
intensely romantic. “Arms and the Man”, a play written by George Bernard
Shaw set in the late 1800’s during the Serb-Bulgarian war, only sounds serious
but in fact, it is an anti-romantic comedy, a play that not only allows us a
hearty laugh but also, subconsciously, allows us to see the imperfections in our
society.
The story is woven around Raina, a wealthy, young girl who impatiently
awaits the return of her idolized fiancé and Bulgarian hero, Major Sergius
Saranoff, who was responsible for defeating the Serbian army. A Swiss soldier
fighting for Serbia, Captain Bluntschli, hides in her bedroom after the battle
and unheroically prefers an inventory of chocolates to bullets, earning him the
name “chocolate-cream soldier” and he gives an unexpected account of
Sergius’ heroics and wartime in general. On return, Sergius is revealed to be
unscrupulous and fond of Louka, the Petkoff’s sassy and ambitious servant
girl. Ultimately, Raina, having realized the hollowness of her romantic ideals
and her fiancé's values, protests that she would prefer her "chocolate-cream
soldier" to this wealthy businessman. The play ends with exposed character
flaws and strengths that break stereotypes, shows the futility of war and deals
with the hypocrisies of human nature, all in a light-hearted comedic fashion.
Despite very little time to rehearse and other equally tasking tests, practices
and House duties to juggle on the side, the cast did a wonderful job handling
their roles. They looked fabulous in their costumes that were classic and
beautiful. In three weeks, the cast managed to efficiently use their time and
enact a play that lasted an hour and a half under Sonali Ma’am’s guidance. Not
only did they memorize their lines but also they learnt to emote and act,
without professional training.
It was an excellent experience for the entire team involved in this productionthe first of its kind in our school- which consisted of several teachers, the
actors, sound and light management team, props team, the emcee and hours
and hours of effort. “As time progressed, we started to feel the persona of our
respective characters radiate throughout our own existence as we assumed the
rolls of very memorable and unique characters,” said Vinay Vishwanathan of
IX IG who played the role of Captain Bluntschli. The entire experience was as
grand as the play itself.

- Krithika Lakshmi (IX IGCSE)
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In today’s Tech-Savvy world, it would be impossible to
imagine a world of none of the gadgets and technological
advancements that have made our lives easier today. To celebrate
computer science and its positive effects, the computer department
hosted the ‘Tech Rendezvous 2013’ during the last week of
November.
Students starting from classes 3 were involved in this megacelebration of computer science. Technology is now being used in
every sphere of our lives and ‘Tech Rendezvous’ was all about
inspiring young students to think, create and innovate as the future
now lies in their hands.
The week started off with a heated debate on one of the most
discussed topics in today’s world. Participants between the ages 12
and 16 debated on the topic “Does Social Media Sabotage our
happiness?” It seemed like the perfect choice considering most of the
pre-teens and teens around the world are actively involved with social
media. Speakers conveyed their points within 60 seconds, and spoke
confidently to prove their point. The countering sessions spiced up the
talk, making the debate more enjoyable. Five speakers have been
awarded for their speaking and debating skills.
The movie-making competition was an event held for students of
classes 8 and above. It was a thrilling experience for all students
regardless of the role they played in the movie. Students were allowed
to register for the competition as an individual or as a team. We were
expected to make a 15-minute video on anything, be it a documentary,
a music video or a completely new production. The judges would
have certainly had a hard time choosing just 3 videos from the several
entries submitted.
The internet has taken our knowledge levels to a whole new
dimension, therefore a competition for web page designing was held.
After all we use web pages to surf the internet don’t we? We had great
fun creating our own web pages on media such as Yola, Weebly, and
if you were up for a challenge – Dreamweaver. The students had to
create their webpages on the topic “My DPS!” and everyone did an
exceptional job.
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Students from B block also had their creativity put to a test in a story writing competition. In
today’s rapidly growing Tech market – Apple, Samsung, Sony and other competing firms run
with profits for the amazing devices they come up with. Wearable technology is becoming
increasingly popular with the launching the Google Glass and the iWatch... So what lies ahead of
us in the future? Students wrote spectacular stories on their vision of the future of wearable
technology in the short span of 30 minutes!
At the end of this much enjoyable week, to add to the last day fun – We watched “I, Robot”, a
movie starring Will Smith which talks about the ups and downs of technology, and of course – It
was fun!
Every coin has 2 sides. At the end of the day, whether computing is advantageous or
disadvantageous can never be proven for sure… It all depends on how you use it.
-

Krithika Lakshmi (IX IGCSE)
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Teacher: Define a Skeleton.
Papa, can you
write in the dark?

Prakash: A skeleton is a person who went on a diet, but
forgot to stop.

Banta gets ready every day, wears his suit, goes out, climbs
a tree and sits on a branch regularly. Somebody asks Santa
why he does this.
Santa replied, “He recently became the Branch Manager.”

Yes. What do
you want?

Ummm... Your
signature on my
report card.

Why can’t a deaf man be legally convicted?
Because it is unlawful to condemn a man without hearing.

Sam: Ma’am, I don’t think I deserve a zero in Botany.
Teacher (with a sigh): Neither do I, but that’s the
lowest I can give.

How do you stop a cockerel from crowing on
Monday?
Have him for dinner on Sunday.

Policeman: One of your elephants has been chasing a man on a bicycle.
Zookeeper: Nonsense! None of my elephants know how to ride a bicycle.

Patient: I keep seeing double,
Doctor!
Doctor: Okay! Go and lie
down on that couch.
Patient: Which one!?

Oh no! Was
that today?

Police: We are looking for a
man with a hearing aid.
Friend: Wouldn’t a pair of
glasses be more useful?
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YOUR SAY

Stats
&
Facts
‘WOULD YOU
RATHER LOSE
ALL OF YOUR
OLD MEMORIES,
OR NEVER BE
ABLE TO MAKE
NEW ONES?’

85 chose losing
their old
memories.

STATS

FACTS

141 students took

A majority of male
students surveyed
chose foregoing new
memories for
retaining old ones, as
compared to female
students.

part in this poll.

14 teachers took

part in this poll
61 chose to never
and voted
be able to make
immediately and
A large number of
new memories.
unanimously for
students were
the same answer: hesitant to answer or
9 couldn’t decide never being able to
did not want to
on an answer.
make new
answer or wanted a
memories.
midway.

POLL RESULTS
90
80
70

The answers to this month’s poll question show
that the majority prefer losing old memories in
favour of making new ones, based on personal
opinions, the nature of each person’s memories
thus far, their ages and resulting inclination
towards choosing one answer over another, etc.
It is doubtful that people considered the
scientific possibilities leading to this. So what if
one had no choice and was subjected to either of
the two options unwillingly?
Retrograde amnesia is a form of amnesia resulting
from brain injury in which the individual loses
memories for the time period just prior to the
injury. Typically worst for events which occurred
just before the injury, its effects may extend from
minutes to years.

60
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40

Meanwhile, anterograde amnesia is a selective
memory deficit, also resulting from brain injury, in
which the individual is severely impaired in
learning new information. Memories for past
events may be largely spared, along with memories
of skills and habits, but events that occurred since
the injury may be lost.

30

20
10
0
STUDENTS
Forget Old Memories

TEACHERS
Never Make New Memories

Look at the question again, this time with prior
knowledge of the scientific aspects and rethink
your answer to it.
Does it still match what you remember?
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Phone
APPS

CULTURE HUB
Badland
Rating:

Badland is an atmospheric action adventure platform for the one-button
smartphone gamer. Available for free on the android and US$4.98 on the iPhone
and iPad, its simplistic control is ingenious given the complexity of the physicsbased gameplay. It immerses players in its dark and beautiful world as they control
a small, floating black blob simply by tapping it to make it temporarily go higher in
its automatic journey across the screen. Your only goal is to keep the blob intact
and alive by avoiding the plentiful, dangerous objects found through the 80 unique
levels. It also comes with 21 multiplayer levels that require the teamwork of up to
4 players to get across safely. Once you've been hooked into this side scroller, it's
not hard to see why Badland is App Store iPad game of the year 2013.

SnappyCam
Rating:

SnappyCam is a photography app that costs US$0.99 on the Apple App Store and
lets you hold down your finger to take a constant stream of photos. You can then
pick your favourites from a burst you shot, or view them as a “living photo”
slideshow you can scrub back and forth through. John Papandriopoulos (yes, this is
a real name!) has a PhD in electrical engineering and has been building SnappyCam
for two years. He calls it the fastest smartphone camera app on Earth. This app is
helpful whether you're reviewing your cricket batting or photographing your dog
jumping about. The standard iPhone 5 camera app also lets you take a constant
stream of photos by holding down the button, but is only able to capture it at 3 to
6 photos per second at 8 megapixels each compared to the 20 photos per second,
8 megapixel photos that SnappyCam is capable of.
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YOUTUBE
CHANNELS

…continued
Numberphile
Rating:
[http://www.youtube.com/numberphile]

Numberphile is a YouTube channel featuring a weekly series by Brady Haran on
Mathematics. In the videos, professors from the University of Nottingham talk
about their favourite numbers, mathematical concepts and puzzles. There is even a
sub-series of videos dedicated to prime numbers and their types (twin primes,
Fibonacci primes, etc.), the war between tau and pi in Britain's education system
and twisty puzzles like the Rubik’s cube. It also features recent news in the world of
math such as the resolution of the P vs NP problem that was put forward in the
early 16th century and was solved in June 2012. Anyone who's unusually fond of
numbers or willing to jump start a fondness of their own, this is the channel for
you!

Mike Tompkins
Rating:
[http://www.youtube.com/pbpproductions]

Songwriter, cover artist and vocalist Mike Tompkins' YouTube channel is one of the
best places on the Internet to be if you're in the mood for music but willing to try a
different flavour of all your favourite songs. I'm not talking about quirky dub step
or head-banging heavy metal remixes; this channel features the au naturel, classic
A Cappella, singing that is unaccompanied by instrumental sound and instead,
every sound is produced from a human mouth. Mike Tompkins currently has over
1.1 million subscribers on YouTube for his channel, for no bad reason either, as his
videos are well done and recorded, the music is high quality and the talent
apparent.
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First, have a definite, clear practical ideal; a goal, an objective. Second, have the necessary means to achieve
your ends; wisdom, money, materials, and methods. Third, adjust all your means to that end. – Aristotle

“If you want to lift yourself
up, lift up someone else.” –
Booker T. Washington

“If you’re offered a seat on a rocket ship, don’t ask what seat!
Just get on.” – Sheryl Sandberg

Resolution 1: HELP
OTHERS

Resolution 2: TRAVEL MORE, LEARN SOMETHING
NEW & HAVE AN ADVENTURE!

“A healthy attitude is contagious but
don't wait to catch it from others. Be
a carrier.” – Sir Tom Stoppard

Resolution 3: EAT HEALTHY,
EXERCISE & GET FIT

“I like work: it fascinates me. I can sit and
look at it for hours.” ― Jerome K. Jerome

Resolution 4: RELAX & ENJOY LIFE

“First comes thought; then organization of that thought, into ideas and plans; then transformation of
those plans into reality. The beginning, as you will observe, is in your imagination.” - Napoleon Hill

Resolution 5: GET ORGANIZED
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CREDITS
Afreen Chawla (XI AL) - EDITOR
Prashant (XI AL) - EDITOR
Shwetha Ravi (XI AL) – Reviewer (‘Culture Hub’)
Angela Daniel (XI AL) & Anushka Sharma (XI ISC) – Photographs (‘Play’)

COMING UP:

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT

DPS:
“The school has caring and
encouraging teachers
which indeed makes life at
school pleasant.”
- Mitali Mukherjee (XI A
Level)

“DPS had a great role to
play in my life, a major part
in who I am now and for
that I love it and will
always be grateful.
- Neeti Relan (DPS Alumni)

“I love my school because
it has contributed to a
major part of my life and
for the priceless education
I receive from the
institution.”
- Sameer Mohanty (IX IGCSE)

 Maths Week ‘FRACTALS’ (13th- 17th January)
 Art Week ‘ARTITUDE’ (20th – 24th January)
 Indian Republic Day (26th January)

From the editorial board:-

Hello!
Holidays, holidays, sweet holidays! After a whole month of
them…WELCOME BACK!
We hope you liked this issue with its recap of the last few
weeks of school before the break and the bits of 2014 that
we’ve just been introduced to. Students, please respond to the
requests for the upcoming issue of Blossoms, our school
magazine.
As always, students, teachers: feel free to share your
thoughts, views and any ideas you have for the following
issues of our newsletter, and articles, artwork, photographs,
etc. are most welcome!
You can interact with us directly, or drop us an e-mail at
dpsisnewsletter@gmail.com.

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL!
Here’s to 2014! 
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